Mathematics and Physics 2016
Getting Started

Please note that minor revisions of this timetable are possible before the start of term.

MON 3rd OCTOBER
1000 Physics Concourse Collect Information Pack
1010 (approx) PS1.28 General introduction to the Course
1045 (approx) Staff Offices/Concourse First meeting with personal tutors

TUES 4th OCTOBER
0900 Normal lecturing timetable begins, except for special arrangements (see below). Physics examples classes start week 2. You will be notified of your examples class group before the first class.

FRI 7th OCTOBER
1100 First tutorial. Answers to Complex Numbers worksheet to be handed in to your personal tutor.
1400 Maths Atrium Maths Supervisors Fair. This is where you will meet your maths supervisor and arrange times for maths supervisions. It is vital that you attend this Fair.

MON 10th OCTOBER
1100 First batch of physics assignments should be handed in to the Undergraduate Office P565. Please ensure that your name is PRINTED on the top of the front page of your answers and that the pages are STAPLED together.

For physics assignments after the first week, you will be notified before the end of week 2 where these are to be submitted.
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August 12, 2016.